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you may be required to provide
powtoon with certain personal

information. in this regard, powtoon will
use this personal information as
described in the powtoon privacy

policy, which is incorporated into the
terms and which you may review via

the link on the site. 8.1 unpaid
amounts. if your account is delinquent
as of the last payment due date, and/or
if you fail to comply with these terms
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and you have not made your payments
in accordance with these terms,

powtoon may, at its sole discretion and
any time, suspend or terminate your

account. if you have not previously paid
for the service, you will also be charged

a fee equal to 25% of the amount for
which you have not paid, plus any
applicable service charges. if you

provide an incorrect payment
information or fail to make payment by

the due date or any other payment
terms, you agree to pay immediately
any and all fees owed to powtoon. 8.2

warranty disclaimer; limitation of
liability. powtoon provides its website
and software to you on an "as is" and
"as available" basis. to the maximum

extent permitted by law, powtoon offers
no implied warranties for the service,
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including without limitation, warranties
of title, merchantability or non-

infringement of third party rights.
powtoon disclaims any and all

warranties, including without limitation,
warranties of quiet enjoyment, use,
accuracy, freedom from virus and

software errors and security. powtoon
does not warrant that the service will

be uninterrupted, error-free, or secure.
you use the service at your sole risk.

powtoon does not maintain any back-up
copies of content and, accordingly,
powtoon will not be liable for any

viruses, downgrades or inaccuracies
that may arise in the content provided

or otherwise associated with the
services.
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you may not attempt to interfere in any
way with the proper working of the
services, or any content or services
related to the services. you may not

attempt to gain unauthorised access to
any computer system. you may not

attempt to gain unauthorised access to
any powtoon server or to any network
connected to the powtoon server. in

particular, you must not: reverse
engineer or attempt to derive the

source code of any services, or any
content or services related to the

services; attempt to interfere with the
proper working of any services or the

network; collect any information,
including personal information, about

other users; attempt to gain
unauthorised access to any network,

computer or server owned, operated or
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administered by powtoon or in which
any content or services related to the
services may be stored; and create or

distribute software or other products or
services designed to allow you to gain
unauthorised access to the services or
any content or services related to the

services. the terms constitute the entire
agreement between you and powtoon
in relation to the subject matter hereof

and supersede all prior agreements,
commitments and understandings,

whether of a similar or different nature
between you and powtoon with respect
to such subject matter. the last version
of the terms will be updated from time
to time. our failure to revise the terms
shall not be construed as a waiver of
any of the provisions of the terms.

further, powtoon may not guarantee
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that content provided by other users
that you access via the services will be

safe, free from viruses, defects, or
other issues. you are entirely

responsible for any content you
download or access through the

services. 5ec8ef588b
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